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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0431369A2] A mortice lock for doors or the like is equipped with a latch bolt which is under the effect of a latch spring (6) and which, with
a door leaf opened, can be detained in an only partially extended intermediate position, projecting beyond the lock face plate (3) with only its run-on
slope (4') located on the end face, by means of a blocking element (10''') which can be disengaged as a result of the impact on the striking plate of
a release (10) projecting on the face plate and arranged in the region of the blocking surface (4<v>) of the latch bolt (4) and which thereby causes
the latch bolt (4) to pass into its fully extended position. To provide a mortice lock of the abovementioned generic type which, whilst having an even
simpler design of the blocking-element and release mechanism, possesses an arrangement of the release (10) and of the blocking element (10''')
safe against unintended actuation, with the door open, and in which, at the same time, it also remains guaranteed that the release (10) frees the
latch bolt for its fully extended movement only after the closed position of the door has reliably been reached, the release (10) is pivotably mounted
in a protected manner in the latch bolt and is equipped with a blocking nose (10''') which at the same time forms the blocking element.
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